
Our growing company is looking for a data solution architect. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data solution architect

Partner effectively with IT leadership peers and enterprise-wide stakeholders
to ensure application architecture solutions are built with a long-term vision
and align with enterprise platform requirements
Provide leadership and oversight to various Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) methodologies, including Scrum meetings and sprint team
deliverables
Lead contributor on the design of critical path/technology initiatives
Solve complex, critical problems related to significant and unique issues
Assist Architecture Solutions group with designing, developing, documenting
and analyzing overall architecture of systems, including hardware and
software
Coordinate design and integration of total system including subsystems
Oversee solution development and implementation across business functions,
Technology platforms and service teams to ensure that solutions developed
and deployed are fit for purpose and meet the business requirements
Must be able to work independently with minimal supervision and
supplemental engineering support, while responding quickly and efficiently to
multiple program priorities
Community – Develop an APAC community of BD&A experts, sharing ideas
and best practices
Design data analytics solutions by utilizing the Big Data technology stack
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Machine Learning Technologies, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) -
, Jaro-Winkler, Damerau- Levenshtein, Metaphone, string manipulation
Natural Language Processing (NLP) - , Jaro-Winkler, Damerau- Levenshtein,
Metaphone, string manipulation, ?
IBM SPSS, Oracle Data Miner, SAS Base, DataMiner, Dataflux, STAT
Entity Resolution
Basis Technology Rosette Name Indexer (RNI), IBM Global Name Recognition
(GNR), IBM Probabilistic Matching Engine, Trillium Software (TS) Quality
Must currently possess a Secret security clearance and be able to obtain a
TS/SCI security clearance


